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In this paper we show that noncommutativity in spatial coordinates can generate magnetic field in
the early Universe on a horizon scale. The strength of such a magnetic field depends on the number
density of massive charged particles present at a given moment. This allows us to trace back the
temperature dependence of the noncommutativity scale from the bounds on primordial magnetic
field coming from nucleosynthesis.
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Although the idea of having a noncommutative space-
time is an old one [1], until a renewed motivation from
string theory [2], it has not been studied seriously. The
operators corresponding to coordinates of a noncommu-
tative space (Moyal plane), xˆµ, satisfy
[xˆµ, xˆν ] = iθµν , (1)
where θµν is a given constant which has dimension of
[length]2. For our purposes it is more convenient to in-
troduce the noncommutativity scale, ΛNC, given by
θµν =
cµν
Λ2NC
, (2)
where cµν is an antisymmetric tensor whose components
are O(1). In order to obtain the noncommutative version
of a given field theory generally one can use the following
prescription. Take the classical action for the field theory
and replace the product of the fields by a ⋆-product. Such
as
(f ⋆ g)(x) = exp
( i
2
θµν∂xµ∂yν
)
f(x)g(y)
∣∣∣
x=y
= f(x)g(x) +
i
2
θµν∂µf ∂νg +O(θ
2) . (3)
We notice the ⋆-product in Eq. (3) is a noncommutative
one, f ⋆ g 6= g ⋆ f . For some useful relations on the ⋆-
product calculus, see Ref. [3]. It has been noticed that
there are problems with the unitarity and causality in the
noncommutative space-time if θ0i 6= 0, [4]. Therefore, in
this paper we restrict ourselves to the noncommutative
space, i.e. θ0i = 0.
Studying various physical consequences of such non-
commutativity in spatial coordinates is of great interest.
In this regard both quantum mechanical systems and
field theory results can be used to constrain the lower
bound on the noncommutativity scale. For the noncom-
mutative quantum mechanics, the hydrogen atom in a
noncommutative space has been discussed in Ref. [5], and
its spectrum has also been calculated up to first order in
θ. There it is shown that noncommutativity lifts the
degeneracy of some states in the spectrum and in partic-
ular it changes the Lamb-shift. For a general quantum
mechanical system with an electro-magnetic interactions
the Hamiltonian receives a correction due to noncommu-
tativity [5]. Such a correction at tree level up to first
order in θ is given by assigning a momentum dependent
electric dipole moment; ~de [6]
die =
e
2h¯
θijpj . (4)
The noncommutative field theories have their own at-
tractions. The very basic question of the renormalizabil-
ity of these field theories have been discussed in many
papers, for some relevant references, see Ref. [7]. It has
been shown that noncommutative version of a real φ4
theory is renormalizable up to two loops [3,8,9]. The non-
commutative QED (NCQED) has also been discussed in
Ref. [6,10], and shown to be renormalizable at one loop
level. It was noticed that unlike the usual QED, NCQED
is an asymptotic free theory. However, β-function does
not depend on θ [10]∗.
By treating the noncommutative space as a natural
extension to the usual space, many authors have stud-
ied the phenomenological consequences. By considering
various 2→ 2 scattering processes in NCQED, and, com-
paring the cross sections with that of the usual standard
model, some lower bounds on the noncommutativity scale
has been obtained in Refs. [11,12]. Here, we would like
to mention the crucial point that in the noncommuta-
tive models the Lorentz invariance is explicitly broken.
As a result of that all the amplitudes are frame depen-
dent. According to the results obtained from studying
the cross-sections, the lower bound on noncommutativ-
ity has been confirmed to be around 1000-2000 Gev [11].
Besides the scattering processes, the hydrogen atom spec-
trum and the Lamb-shift can also be used to put some
bounds on θ, which leads to ΛNC >∼ 10
4 Gev [5]. One can
still obtain better bounds on ΛNC up to 10
5 Gev from
the neutron electric dipole moment [13].
∗In general θ → 0 limit is not a smooth one [3].
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As an interesting property of noncommutative space,
it has been noticed in Ref. [6] that a magnetic dipole
moment of a charged massive particle (e.g. electron) at
one loop level receives some quantum corrections, which
unlike the usual commutative case is spin independent,
and, it is directly proportional to θ. Now, this can have
an interesting consequence at a macroscopic level and
a direct implication in the early Universe, such as gen-
erating magnetic fields at a cosmological scale. As we
shall see the primordial magnetic fields constrains θ, and
this may improve the lower bound on noncommutativity
scale. As mentioned earlier, in the noncommutative space
the Lorentz symmetry is violated, and in fact this mag-
netic field is also frame dependent. Our setup is good for
a very slowly moving frame, i.e. what we actually have
on the Earth, in which the isotropic cosmos assumption
is a valid one.
As discussed earlier in Ref. [6], in NCQED the mag-
netic dipole moment of noncommutative Dirac particle
at one loop is given by
〈~µ〉 =
eq
2m
g~S +
eαγe
6π
q3m~θ , (5)
where γe ∼ 0.57 denotes the Euler number, m is the
mass of a particle which carries charges eq, ~S is spin of
the particle, vector ~θ is defined as θi = ǫijk θ
ij , and, the
gyromagnetic factor is denoted by g, which at one loop
is given by
g = 2 +
α q2
π
, α =
e2
4π
=
1
137
,
The first term in Eq. (5) is the usual (commutative) ex-
pression, while the second term is due to noncommu-
tativity and it is zero for a massless particle. Another
important fact about the second term in Eq. (5) is unlike
the first term, it is invariant under C (charge conjuga-
tion) and CP. This can be understood by noticing that
under C (and CP) [14]
θ
C
−→ −θ , θ
CP
−→ −θ .
Now, in order to obtain a large scale magnetic field
originating from the matter content in a given volume,
we must sum over all the possible states of the particles
as
~B =
∑
i,~S
〈~µi,~S〉 ni , (6)
where i runs over all the “relevant set” of particles, where
ni is the corresponding number density. The above ex-
pression for the magnetic field is quite interesting and as
we have mentioned earlier, such a magnetic field spread
in a large scale can be originated very easily in the early
Universe. Especially, there exists large scale magnetic
fields in galaxies and galaxy clusters with a large coher-
ence length and a typical strength of 10−6 G, at a redshift
of z = 0.395 [15]. It is usually assumed that there must be
a galactic dynamo mechanism which can amplify the pre-
existing primordial magnetic field. A recent study in this
direction suggests that a weak magnetic field of strength
Bg ∼ 10
−30G during the galaxy formation can be suf-
ficient to amplify the strength up to the present limit,
provided there is a non-vanishing cosmological constant
[16]. By now, there are many mechanisms which claims
to understand the existence of the primordial magnetic
field, acting as a seed. For a nice review, we refer the
readers to Ref. [17].
However, the magnetic field due to the presence of non-
commutativity has a marked difference. First of all the
generation of this magnetic field is continuous and ac-
cumulative in nature. All it demands is the presence of
charged massive particles present in any corner of the
Universe. For such relativistic species the number den-
sity behaves as n ≈ T3, where T is the temperature of
the Universe. Thus we see that the strength of such a
magnetic field depends on the temperature of the Uni-
verse. At this stage one might wonder what could be the
strength of such a field at electroweak scale and at nu-
cleosynthesis scale. It is a well known fact that a strong
magnetic field can alter thermodynamical distribution of
the charged particles by modifying the phase space of vol-
umes of the particles and the antiparticles, which can also
affect the weak interaction processes. It was first noticed
in Ref. [19], that a strong magnetic field can significantly
enhance the β decay rate of the neutrons. On this basis
the authors have argued that relic abundance for 4He will
have a strong suppression compared to the standard case
[20], because below the freezing temperature for the neu-
trons and protons, there is a finite time before they can
coalesce to form a composite nuclei. In that finite time
if the neutron abundance decreases due to its decay, it
is natural that not only 4He abundance is affected but
also the abundances of heavier elements. Based on these
facts the authors in Ref. [21] have derived constraints on
the primordial magnetic field at the beginning of nucle-
osynthesis, corresponding to a temperature T ∼ 10MeV.
B(T = 10MeV) = 10−8GeV2 for Yp = 0.236, where Yp
denotes 4He abundance. Thus it is important to check
the validity of the present laboratory constraints on the
scale of noncommutativity at a macroscopic level.
The “relevant set” of particles during nucleosynthesis
could be u, d quarks and electrons. Summation over
spin of the particles is essentially zero, however, the spin
independent part gives a non-vanishing magnetic field,
which is given by
~B = 2
eαγe
6π
× ~θ ×
∑
i
(q3imi) ni . (7)
Considering the net contribution of nucleons (proton and
neutron) by their constituents u, d quarks, and taking
the masses of these quarks to be ∼ 5MeV, we can esti-
mate the net magnetic field, which yields
B ≈ (10−7 − 10−8)× θ × nB GeV
2 , (8)
2
where for rough estimation we have replaced ni by the
baryon number density nB at the time of nucleosynthe-
sis. Knowing that a successful nucleosynthesis requires
nB/nγ ≈ 10
−10, where nγ = (2ζ(3)/π
2)T3 is the pho-
ton number density. Taking all these into account along
with the scale of noncommutativity ΛNC ∼ 10
3GeV,
we get a magnetic field strength during nucleosynthesis
B(T = 10MeV) ∼ 10−31GeV2, which is much weaker to
cause any kind of threat to nucleosynthesis. Thus, the
global presence of noncommutativity is hardly felt dur-
ing nucleosynthesis. In fact similar calculation can be
repeated at later stages of the evolution also.
On can repeat similar analysis during the galaxy for-
mation at temperature Tgf ≈ 10
−3eV, and, we get
the number density of baryons in the horizon, nB ≈
10−41GeV3, which leads to net magnetic field with a
strength Bgf ≈ 10
−34G. This is again weaker compared to
10−20−10−30G, required for the amplification by the dy-
namo process to the present magnetic field in the galax-
ies. This again illustrates that perhaps the presence of
noncommutativity can hardly influence the global struc-
ture of the Universe. It can be easily verified that the
present contribution to the magnetic field due to non-
commutativity is again much smaller than 10−9 G, a
lower bound from COBE observation which constraints
the anisotropic stresses due to the presence of magnetic
field. The reason behind such a weak effect is due to
the fact that θ ∝ 1/Λ2NC, any enhancement in the non-
commutativity scale makes any observable global affect
weaker in magnitude. For instance, for a given number
density of charged massive particles the magnetic field is
inversely proportional to Λ2NC, and, its contribution to
energy momentum tensor is suppressed by Λ4NC. How-
ever, things might change if we go beyond electroweak
scale. This we discuss in the rest of this paper.
So far we have limited our discussion below electro-
weak scale, during electro-weak scale there will be a little
enhancement in the magnetic field due to higher temper-
ature and mass of the top quark which will dominate the
particle spectrum. For ΛNC = 10
3GeV, the strength of
the magnetic field comes around Bew ∼ 10
−17GeV2. If
magnetic flux conservation holds good so that the energy
contribution due to the magnetic field acts as a source of
radiation, then, the lines of magnetic fields are frozen
along with the expansion of the Universe and follow
B ∝ T2†. Therefore the magnetic field produced during
the electroweak scale will have a strength ∼ 10−25GeV2
during nucleosynthesis. This number is at least six orders
†which need not be guaranteed in presence of noncommuta-
tivity . More precisely, NCU(1) theory, unlike its commuta-
tive counter-part, is an interacting theory, i.e. in the action
and therefore in Hamiltonian besides the terms quadratic in
fields we have some terms of power three and four. This will
change the T2 behaviour at temperatures higher than non-
commutativity scale.
of magnitude better than the magnetic field produced due
to noncommutativity during nucleosynthesis. This leads
to an obvious suspicion that at higher temperatures per-
haps we might be able to get some appreciable affects due
to noncommutativity . However, to proceed with this we
need to speculate an exact strength of the magnetic field.
At temperatures more than the electroweak scale (be-
fore the electroweak phase transition) all the fermions are
massless, so they do not contribute to large scale mag-
netic fields. In the usual Higgs scenario the Higgs field is
the only massive field before the electroweak phase tran-
sition. It may seem that, being neutral, Higgs is not en-
tering into the game. However, one should note that the
fluctuations of the upper component in the Higgs doublet
will lead to a charged massive particle. These particles
after the electroweak phase transition are absorbed in the
zero helicity part of the massive gauge bosons, W±. So,
we have fulfilled the required assumption of having mas-
sive charged particles. However, we note that Eq. (5) is
for fermionic field. For the scalar fields, such as Higgs,
we believe that we still maintain the structural form of
Eq. (5), but with a different numeric factor. However,
Eq. (5) will still serve our purpose for an order of magni-
tude calculation. So, for a rough estimation we consider
the magnetic field is given by
B ≈ (10−3 − 10−4)×
1
Λ2NC
×mH nH , (9)
where mH, nH are the Higgs mass and number density,
respectively. It is worth noting that since the running
of the coupling constant (α) with temperature is loga-
rithmic, this will not change our analysis appreciably. In
order to get the temperature dependent mH, we use the
usual Higgs model (e.g. [23])
V (Φ) = −
µ
2
[(
T
Tew
)2
− 1
]
Φ2 +
λ
4
Φ4 , (10)
where Φ is the Higgs doublet, Tew is the electroweak
phase transition temperature, and the usual electroweak
scale and data (like Higgs mass) is defined by a proper
choice of the constants µ and λ. From Eq. (10), one can
read the temperature dependent Higgs mass as a coef-
ficient of the first term. For T ≫ Tew, mH ∝ T, and
nH ∝ T
3. Since, the magnetic field B ∝ T 2, one can eas-
ily read off the temperature dependence of the ΛNC. In a
more general discussionmH nH in Eq. (9) can be replaced
by the energy density of the massive charged particles,
ρ. For a relativistic scalar particles ρ ∝ T 4, which gives
a simple expression for ΛNC beyond electroweak scale
ΛNC >∼ ǫT , (11)
where ǫ being a constant which in our Higgs model is
of the order of ǫ ≈ O(10 − 100). The upper value of
ǫ is fixed by demanding that the strength of the mag-
netic field is constrained via nucleosynthesis. However,
3
the reader might have noticed that below the electroweak
scale the temperature dependence of ΛNC is ∝ T
1/2, be-
cause the essential charged particles are baryons whose
number density scales as a−3, where a is the cosmological
scale factor. The temperature dependence of noncommu-
tativity has also been conjectured in Ref. [24], and some
cosmological consequences have been discussed. How-
ever, in thier case they just assume this temperature de-
pendence to be step-like.
Finally on a speculative note we mention that it is
possible to have GUT baryogenesis at a very high tem-
perature in an inflationary model. A temperature which
can be at least 2− 3 orders of magnitude larger than the
usual reheat temperature of the Universe [25]. Usually,
the reheat temperature is bounded by gravitino over pro-
duction during reheating and it is usually set to be less
than 109GeV. In that case it is possible to produce a large
magnetic field due to noncommutativity . If such models
are taken seriously then it is also possible to constrain
ΛNC from the upper bound on strength of the magnetic
field during nucleosynthesis. However, due to many cos-
mological reasons a low reheat temperature is favourable
and that is why we do not delve into the details of con-
straining ΛNC from the very early Universe.
We summarize our paper by mentioning that the pres-
ence of noncommutativity at a scale ΛNC ≈ 10
3GeV
does not cause any serious problem at the cosmological
scale. Considering the noncommutativity as a seed for
the primordial magnetic field, we have studied the tem-
perature dependence of ΛNC. We have shown that this
temperature dependence goes as T 1/2 for T <∼ Tew and for
T ≫ Tew, ΛNC ∝ T , where Tew is the electro-weak phase
transition temperature. Although the magnetic field we
have found for ΛNC ≈ 10
3 is less than the required seed
for the usual dynamo effect, it can align the particles spin
so that they can result in a net magnetic field providing
the seed [26].
However, the present constraints on temperature of the
Universe beyond nucleosynthesis is so weakly constrained
that we can not specifically define the noncommutativity
scale ΛNC without invoking a particular model of high
or low reheat temperatures. If we choose inflationary
models with a high reheat temperature then it is quite
possible that noncommutativity will play an interesting
role during that period.
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